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Our Ambition
By renewing the HTID® (HealthTech Innovation Days) event on June 22 and 23, France 
Biotech confirms its desire to promote access for all patients to cutting-edge HealthTech 

technologies.

In June 2019, the HTID® event brought together more than 500 innovation 
experts in the health and life sciences fields and promoted more than 900 fruitful meetings 

between the players present, startups and funds.

In June 2020, with the purpose to contribute to a sustainable future of healthcare, the 
HTID® will gather an active community, empowering a network of experts from across 

industry, academia, government, finance, in Europe and elswhere.

“Europe is a land of innovation in health with many start-up and SME’s 
looking for financing to make their innovations available to patients and 
to meet the medical challenges of tomorrow. The objective of the HTID® 
is to become a reference place for exchanges between European Health-
Tech companies, international investors and pharmaceutical groups”
 - Maryvonne Hiance, President of the HTID®

Days in Paris
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International actors in 
HealthTech innovation

500
Conferences and expert panel 
discussions on new trends

10+

www.htid-paris.com

Don’t miss the opportunity to become an active member 
of the European Healthtech community, register to the 
HTID®!

Be part of the European investment hub supporting European HealthTech companies 
development. Accelerate innovation by setting a privilege place between C-level exe-
cutives from the most European innovative companies in HealthTech, worldwide inves-

tors, pharmaceutical companies, KOL, experts and institutional.

#HTID

nathalie.donne@shapenlink.com
+33 (0)6 67 67 44 97

ines.kechrid@htid-paris.com
+33 (0)6 20 08 15 96

CONTACT

www.htid-paris.com

Why attending?

“Thanks to the innovations it develops for the benefit of patients, 
the HealthTech industry constitutes indeed a major societal issue 
for health. To ultimately reach patients, these developments are 
characterized by huge funding needs, for an important duration.” 
- Franck Mouthon, President of France Biotech


